
SMARTzero was easy for us to use from the very start. 
The hardware arrived in a smart looking box and within 

an hour my SMARTzero portal was setup using 
the excellent quick installation guide provided.

The business used to check compliance by manually taking 
readings from each appliance every 4 hours. Investing in 
SMARTzero has removed this manual process as well as 
providing them the following benefits:

 Automated recording of temperatures from each appliance which 
reduces the use of paper, human error and employee time.

 Temperature logbook reports directly sent to their inbox every 
day, week and month which ensures they are prepared for any 
audits that may occur on an annual basis.

 It provides the business an early warning system for any appliances that 
have failed by sending alerts direct to the employee’s mobile phones. 
This enables them to act quickly, rescue stock and avoid a loss in revenue.

Mr Navin Patel Business Owner, 
Londis Total Convenience Store
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SMARTzero is a web portal that allows owners/
managers to remote monitor temperature & humidity 

of critical appliances in real time. You receive early 
warning of potential issues before they occur and 
regular compliance reports direct to your inbox.

SMARTzero Customer Testimonials 
“SMARTzero was easy for us to use from the very start. The hardware arrived in a smart looking box and within an hour my SMARTzero 
portal was setup using the excellent quick installation guide provided”. 
The business’ process to ensure temperature compliance was to manually record temperatures every four hours for each of their assets. 
Investing in SMARTzero has removed this manual process as well as providing them the following benefits. 

1. Automated recording of temperatures from each appliance which reduces the use of paper, human error and employee time. 
2. Temperature logbook reports directly sent to their inbox every day, week and month which ensures they are prepared for any 

audits that may occur on an annual basis.  
3. It provides the business an early warning system for any appliances that have failed by sending alerts direct to the employee’s 

mobile phones. This enables them to act quickly, rescue stock and avoid a loss in revenue. 
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SMARTzero is a web portal that allows owners/managers to remote 
monitor temperature & humidity of critical appliances in real time. 
You receive early warning of potential issues before they occur and 
regular compliance reports direct to your inbox. 
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